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Event Overview
Beyond the hype around Bitcoin, there is a quieter revolution taking place as various governments and industries
explore the potential uses of digital currencies and their underlying blockchain technologies. Governments as
diverse as Russia, Japan, China and Dubai are developing state cryptocurrencies to supplement (and maybe even
eventually replace?) their more tangible fiat currencies. Meanwhile, a whole range of industries from banking and
finance to insurance and big tech are looking to streamline systems, lower costs, and explore new revenue streams
by leveraging tokenized systems and public and private blockchain platforms.
As with any emerging and disruptive technologies, there are those industries and companies which sense new
opportunities and want to get ahead of the game through early exploration and adoption, while others wait to see
how things will shake out.
In the bitcoin and blockchain worlds the hyperbole of innovators and haters gets most of the press, but we don’t often
hear about how specific industries and companies directly threatened by the bit-block revolution are responding.
The Sultanate is currently undergoing a transition to a knowledge-based economy as outlined in its economic
vision 2020. Information and communication technologies are at the core of this transformation, serving as the key
enabler of economic diversification.
Oman has seen significant developments with respect to blockchain technology and its integration. However,
to fully exploit its potential, the industry has to position itself at the earliest. Continued organic growth will not be
enough to transform the region into a leading digital economy. Unlocking the full potential of blockchain for key
sector will require comprehensive, concrete, collaborative action—and it must begin immediately.
Join us, as Blockchain Oman 2018 will bring together business leaders and technology innovators to collaborate
on the re-invention of technologies, processes and products through digital transformation.
The forum is designed to host 100+ senior professional across different industry verticals to discuss their strategies
for blockchain implementation and digital transformation. This event will address the key issues of blockchain
implementation and challenges and the future of blockchain. Through case study presentations and panel
discussions the event would equally equip attendees with the appropriate strategies to perform proactively in order
to keep ahead of the competition.

Benefits of Attending
Know the benefits of successfully implementing blockchain projects that dives productivity, standardize planning & enable true business partnering.
Gain insight into future of finance industry in the age of blockchain
Learn how you can successfully plan for the next customer experience in the heart of digital transformation
Evaluate the revamp needed to existing policy and guideline to regulate blockchain and resulting ecosystem
Learn the basic framework, process and skills required to integrate blockchain into your existing system
Ascertain how blockchain is shaping your industry and develop your own business-specific approach
Know how blockchain will revolutionize logistics and supply chain management industry
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Who will you meet
Industry:
• Banking
• Insurance
• Financial Services
• Securities Market
• Ministries and Government Entities
• CBO / CMA
• Brokerages
• Oil & Gas
• Logistics
• Energy & Utilities

Designation:
• Chief Executive Officer
• Chief Information Officer
• Chief Technology Officer
• Chief Digital Officer
• Chief Innovation Officer
• Chief Customer Experience Officer
• Chief Operating Officer
• Chief Information Security Officer
• Head of Information Technology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head of Information Security
Head of Digital Transformation
Head of Digital Innovation
Business Heads
Head of E-Business
Head of Customer Experience
Head of Business Strategy
Head of Digital Banking

Event Speakers

Dr. Salim bin Sultan Al Ruzaiqi
Chief Executive Officer
Information Technology
Authority

Dr. Khalid MW Tahhan
CEO
Blockchain Solutions
and Services LLC

Eng Said Al Barami
Researcher in Blockchain
Technology
Sultan Qaboos University

Fabio Scacciavillani
Chief Strategy Officer
OMAN Investment Fund

Syed Faraz Ahmed
General Manager
Oman United Exchange

Brian Klein
Partner
Baker Marquart

Sohail Munir
Technology Leader
Program Director
Smart Dubai Gov

Jillian Godsil
Journalist
CryptoCoin.News

Roberto Mancone
MD & Global Head
Disruptive Technology
Deutsche Bank

Sudin Baraokar
Head of Innovation
State Bank of India

Hans Henrik Christensen
Director – DTEC
Dubai Silicon Oasis Authority

Day 1 Agenda BLOCKCHAIN OMAN

2nd May 2018

08:00

Registration

Stream - 1 - Blockchain in Financial Sector

09:00

Inauguration: Speech by the Chief Guest: His

14.00

09:20

Keynote Address by: Dr Khalid MW Tahhan
Blockchain Solutions and Services Company

09.50

Session Reserved for Dr. Salim bin Sultan Al Ruzaiqi – Chief Executive
Information Technology Authority

Evolution of Blockchain
14.00
Technology in New Age Banking
• Is Blockchain a hype or the
next industrial revolution?
• How the Blockchain functions
& how banks can adapt it with
principles of interoperability,
immutability, data integrity,
scalability and security in place.

How Blockchain Can Transform
Manufacturing Industry
• Lessons learned from global
players in Manufacturing industry
• How can industry leverage
blockchain to save cost
and speed up transition?
• Determining whether there is
an ROI yet

10.15

Coffee & Networking Break

14.20

Workshop Reserved for
Blockchain Solution Provider

14.20

Workshop Reserved for
Blockchain Solution Provider

10.30

Short intro to bitcoin and its potential / ICO Corporate Innovation and
Blockchain – How is it Helpful For Organizations?
• Mechanics of bitcoin transaction. What’s the potential?
• ICO’s, What’s new?
• The corporate imperative: Blockchain. How to corporate innovate?
• Horizontal applications: Smart Contracts, Automated Audit, Cyber
Security, Digital Identity.

14.40

The Impact of Blockchain In
Insurance
• How blockchain will transform
entire insurance industry

14.00

Blockchain in Industrial Setting:
Opportunity & Challenges
• Key consideration for taking
blockchain live in operation

11.00

11.45

Excellency Abdullah
Al Salmi , Executive President, Capital Market Authority

Panel Discussion: Examining Practical Blockchain Uses Across Various Industries
• Who is innovating across industries?
• Blockchain’s disruptive potential in Oman
• Hardware Oracles: securely bridging the physical world & the Blockchain

by saving time & reducing cost
• What can we learning
from banking blockchain
& apply into Insurance
15.00

Session Reserved for Sponsor – Building Enterprise Blockchain
• Applications & The Challenges Faced
• Understanding the blockchain technologies applications
• Identifying required deployment when building blockchain apps

12.15

12.45

Panel Discussion: What Could
Blockchain Mean For The
Financial Services Industry?
• Blockchain for secure
transaction and settlement
• Smart contracts to
agreement

Case Study: Blockchain Technology For Banking Sector
•
•
•
•

How the banking industry leverages blockchain to save cost & speed up transition?
Determining whether there is an ROI yet
The legal implications: Learning what signatures and mutually agreed
Legally binding documentation you need

Luncheon & Prayer

Stream - 2 - Blockchain in Oil & Gas

15.45

End of Conference Day 1

blockchain use cases

14.00

Panel Discussion: Cyber Security
Blockchain, IoT and Machine
Learning in Oil and Gas
• Why Cyber Security needs to
• Fresh look at what IoT &
Blockchain Security will do for
your company
• What it really takes to deliver
success with IoT & Machine
Learning

Day 2 Agenda BLOCKCHAIN OMAN
11.45

08:00

Registration

09:00

The Power Blockchain In Energy & Utility Sector
•
•
•
•

09:30

The Energy & Utility Market of Oman – Is It Secure?
How can blockchain reduce the chances of cyber-attack in these key sectors
What does a blockchain led market looks like in energy
What else we can with blockchain in energy & utility sectors

10.00

Session Reserved for Sponsor - Simplifying Decision Making On Blockchain

12.15

Coffee & Networking Break

11.00

Panel Discussion: Unleashing The Blockchain Potential – A Look At Current
& Future Use Cases For Blockchain In Oman
• Exploring the cross-industry potential for blockchain technology
• A look at commercially viable pilots and projects currently in place and 		
what has made them successful
• Understanding the current challenges to organizations looking to 		
implement blockchain technology
• Predicting the next wave for blockchain technology applications and uses

Session Reserved for Sponsor - Role of Blockchain Beyond Financial Services
• How blockchain technology offers a way to record any digital interaction
to be secure & transparent

12.45

Luncheon & Prayer

14.00

Creating A Successful Blockchain Strategy For Your Organization
• Understand the key elements needed to move your business forward 		
with blockchain applications
• Know the resources, skills & expertise require to build a blockchain
• How quickly can you create a blockchain within your organization and 		
more importantly manage and integrate it?

• How blockchain is changing business and environment
• What opportunities and challenges lay ahead
• Where decentralized system can take us
10.30

Moving Blockchain Into Production
• Consider how to leverage the commercial opportunity of blockchain whilst
assessing whether the prize is worth the initial investment
• Hear how experts within other sectors including telco’s, chip 			
manufacturing and FSI are looking to utilize blockchain

Blockchain for Supply Chain Management – Moving From Talk to Action
• The role of blockchain within supply chain
• How blockchain can help increases transparency in the supply chain
• Reducing or eliminating fraud and errors in the supply chain

3rd May 2018

14.30

Data Ownership & Privacy Challenges In The Blockchain:
• How can blockchain be used in data security, data managing, operations
techniques
• How can storage/server solution providing companies can prepare 		
themselves for blockchain implementation

15:00

End of Conference Day 2 Followed by Coffee & Networking

For more information please contact
Jagadish Kumar | +966 54 933 0143 |+ 91 98804 42379 | +91 (80) 49331000 | jagadish.kumar@nispana.com
Abdul Hameed Al Farsi | +96824592445 | +96896267210 | abdul.h@bposllc.com

www.blockchainomanforum.com

